Getting Started for Developers

If you would like more information related to how developer resources get assigned work, or how teams of developers can be integrated into the project, please contact Mike Gorrell who is the current chair of the Technical Council.

For more information on being productive as a developer in FOLIO, please review the dev.folio.org website provides on-boarding information for all FOLIO developers. We hope you can take the time to become familiar with the information provided and look forward to collaborating with you!

-----------------------------------------------

Additional OLF On-boarding (for developers from OLE partner institutions)

1. Email your Google account name to Anne Highsmith and she will arrange for you to have access to the Open Library Foundation Google Drive named OLF_Shared.
2. Contact information for individual OLF developers is available here. Please add your name, email address, and phone number if it isn't there already. Note that the names are sorted alphabetically by first name.
3. Watch the recording of the FOLIO Forum titled The FOLIO Development Process: It Takes a Community to learn about our approach to development. (The slide deck is available here.)